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My Story  
 
After graduating university with a double bachelor in Commerce/ Economics, I started my career at PwC as a consultant. I had the privilege of working on 
numerous high-profile engagements and clients across a diverse set of industries, which enabled a fantastic grounding in business. However, the draw of 
running my own company brought me back to our family business. I had always worked in every business that my parents had ever created from a young age. 
I cleaned; I did administration and clerical duties; and during my undergraduate studies I worked as an accountant and in whatever other capacity was required 
at the time. 

Approximately twelve years ago, I commenced work at Hendry in the finance department. I was promoted to CFO after three years, Director of Operations three 
years after that and then CEO four years ago. The ascension to this role was predominately team driven. Our industry was facing diametrically opposed trends 
of systemic price competition and deterioration, as well as increasing customer demands – the company and the industry in its entirety required leadership and 
transformation. 

Whilst transitioning into the role as CEO and executing a business transformation program; I also began my post-graduate studies at Oxford University. For 
three years, I travelled between the UK and nationally around Australia every month. I initially began my studies with a master’s level diploma in financial 
strategy and stayed on to graduate with an Executive MBA with distinction. 

During my time at Oxford university, I gained exposure and cementing my unwavering need to thrive in the world of entrepreneurship, technology and innovation. 
As my studies unfolded, I used my company and its industry as the basis for each piece of work. My key driver has always been to do something that no-one 
has done before and more specific to my company; to make our BIF community safer and more sustainable.  

Today as an outcome of this, myself and my staff are pushing our industry into the technology revolution and into new ways of working. A key focus of mine is 
creating a collaborative approach to solution driven operations. I am currently collaborating with numerous universities, research institutions and other 
commercial entities on several industry specific projects, innovations and technology. 

On a more personal level, I am very passionate about promoting diversity within the property sector, with an enhanced emphasis on women in leadership. As 
a female CEO in a male dominated industry, I believe that it is my obligation to use my platform to promote this cause. I am currently an active participant of 
many industry specific associations that are active in this area. I also host seminars and lectures for students and women in our industry and look forward to 
inspiring more women to pursue leadership positions. 

 

Why did I take over as CEO? 
 
Because I was the best person for the position (and yes, that did take me a while to be able to say)… 

 
Was it an easy transition into a leadership/ main decision make role? 
 
No.    

Internal:  

Although team driven - still difficult in overcoming traditional views/ stereotypes. 
 

/ Describe below both types of power – situational, but I needed to possess personal power. 
/ Time, change program (wins), extra study – solidify, acceptance through determination – NO OTHER OPTION.. Creating diversity, has been to 

seek individuals to see the benefits with own eyes and guide them to decision. 

External: 

 More accepted – more frequent and greater role models.  

/ Discrimination based on demographic 
/ Lead by example.. Be strong and resilient. Build network and powerbase around me. Never let your ego get in the way. Keep pushing! Multi-pronged 

approach, through 
o Precedent – lead by making things happen 
o Stories – having these stories narrated and communicated 
o Exposure – creating networks and partaking in high-raising pursuits. 
o Lobbying – Participating in committees, associations, groups – pressure on government and legislative makers, business/ industry eco-system 

(incl. education) and society. 
o Education/ Knowledge – Knowledge is power. Never stop learning.. Always be focused on overcoming any obstacles with intelligence rather 

than force. 
o Credibility – is paramount… All of the above. 

Still a long way to go… 

 

Why am I so passionate about this topic? 
 

Besides from the obvious, it originates from two underlying subject matters. 

/ Broader based view - benefits of diversity (not only exclusive to gender based bias)  
/ More specific - lack of diversity and thus prosperity in my sector.  

o Pivotal to not only my company and my industry’s success but to building safer and more sustainable built form environments. We need to 
attract, develop and retain the right talent. 

 

  



Women in Leadership.. 
 
“While successful female leaders have made headlines in recent years – they are still the exception to the rule” 

/ In the US, women make up 40% of MBA’s and managers 
/ And in many countries, women make up an equal or greater share of tertiary graduates and the professional and technical labour force 

 

So why is there still such disparity in the board room and in the C-Suite female participation? 
 

The Peterson Institute for International Economics working paper, surveyed of nearly 22,000 firms globally – they found in 2014: 

/ Almost 60% of these firms had no female board members 
/ Just over half had no female C-suite executives 
/ And fewer than 5% had a female CEO.  

Note – results vary depending upon country and sector: 

/ More welcoming to female leadership 
o financial services, health care, utilities, and telecommunications 

/ Fewest female leadership participation 
o basic materials, technology, energy, and industrial sectors. 

 

Did you know that there is a direct correlation between female leadership participation and greater firm profits!  
 

/ Going from 0% to 30% CEO, the board, and other C-suite female representation typically results in a 15% increase in profitability. 
/ However, this doesn’t mean females are better at these roles!  

o As no evidence that female CEO’s outperform their male counterparts 
 Diversity is multiplicative. 

 

Why does this increase occur? 
 
It was noted that there are at least two channels through which more female senior leaders could contribute to superior firm performance: 

1. increased skill diversity within top management 
/ which increases effectiveness in monitoring staff performance,  
/ and less gender discrimination throughout the management ranks, which helps to recruit, promote, and retain talent.  

2. Because gender-biased firms do not reward employees with responsibilities commensurate with their talent, they lose out to rivals that do not 
discriminate.  

So how to encourage female advancement throughout the corporate structure? 
 

/ Legislation – around quotas, parental leave etc. 
/ Higher education 
/ Culture – firm’s attitude’s, policies (including mentor – especially male champions) and their DNA 

 

Some examples 
Quotas: 
 
Push for diversity – campaigns, by government (tenders, funding etc.) and society demanding change. 

Eg. 30% club! 

Launched in the UK in 2010, with a goal of achieving a minimum of 30% women on FTSE-100 boards 

/ Current figure stands at 27% up from 12.5%. 

They attribute the increase to the following five factors: 

/ a measurable goal with a defined timetable 
/ supportive public policy that acknowledged that the status quo was unacceptable 
/ change driven by those in power 
/ openness to collaborate 
/ a concerted and consistent series of actions and programmes, from schoolrooms to boardrooms. 

Results by country: 

/ United Kingdom 27.6% 
/ Australia 25.2% 
/ United States 23.6% 
/ Malaysia 19.1% 
/ Canada 18.5% 
/ Southern Africa 17.1% 
/ Turkey 14.3% 
/ Hong Kong 13% 
/ Ireland 10.3% 

However, this varies between sectors and the type of organisation.. 

 

 



Important to note the critics of the quota policy, they believe: 

/ forced inclusion of women on boards will reduce board quality or effectiveness by stuffing boards with inexperienced, unqualified, or overstretched 
individuals 

o “golden skirt” effect - limited number of qualified women serve multiple boards..  

 

Wage equality - Pay gap 
 
Promotion of wage equality, transparency AND accountability 

Discriminatory Outcomes 

“It’s not really about asking for the raise, but knowing and having faith that the system will give you the right raises… It’s good karma.” (Satya 
Nadella, CEO Microsoft) 

Thoughts?? Women should ask! So why don’t they? 
 

/ Socialisation? Women fear a backlash when they negotiate for themselves Breach of stereotype communal behaviour. 
o This fear is warranted – recent studies have shown that women perceived as significantly more demanding and less ‘nice’. 

 
Some statistics.. 
 

 

 

 



WEGEA reports that.. 
 
“The gender pay gap is influenced by a number of factors, including:  

/ discrimination and bias in hiring and pay decisions 
/ women and men working in different industries and different jobs, with female-dominated industries and jobs attracting lower wages 
/ women’s disproportionate share of unpaid caring and domestic work 
/ lack of workplace flexibility to accommodate caring and other responsibilities, especially in senior roles 
/ women’s greater time out of the workforce impacting career progression and opportunities.” 

 

Negotiation 
 
Example of discrimination in everyday negotiations: 

Average car dealership negotiated profit by customer type 

 

Women in Salary Negotiations – Why don’t women ask. 
 

/ Women Less likely to initiate negotiations (Babcock 2003, Small 2007; 
/ Henderos et al 2012) Less positively disposed (Kray and Gelfund 2007)  
/ Lower goals & accept less (Kolb & Puttnam 2011)  
/ Lower self-efficacy  
/ Less confident, more anxious (Babcock 2002)  
/ Relief rather than regret if first offer accepted (Kray and Gelfund 2007) 

 

MBA Starting salaries  
 

/ Males get 7.6% more  
/ 57% men negotiated  
/ 7% women negotiated and got 7.4% higher salaries (Babcock & Laschever 2003) 

Male MBA get $4,600 more than female MBA in first job (Catalyst, in FT 2014) 

Whether it is individually based, socialisation or cultural – the point is to ask! 

 

Fairness  
 
Is it innate to become discouraged by inequality?? 

Capuchin monkey fairness experiment: 

https://youtu.be/-KSryJXDpZo 
 

Leadership 
 
It is important to understand how leadership impacts these issues. 

Culture as a Concept  
Culture is the way we do things around here – the “software of the mind”  

/ Culture is a system of shared assumptions, values and beliefs  
/ These establish patterns of shared expectations (or norms) of behaviour  
/ Culture creates a sense of identity (or social glue) for members. 

What do cultures do?  
/ Reduce uncertainty and ambiguity about the context within which we live, and help us make sense of a complex environment 
/ Influence how people interpret events and makes sense of the world  
/ Help us understand what we should do and how we should act in uncertain situations and thus guide behaviour  
/ Codifies the understanding of the relationship between members and also with the external environment. 

 

https://youtu.be/-KSryJXDpZo


Numerous subcultures coexist within organizations and nations  
 
Subcultures derive from our tendency to:  

/ Like people like us, distrust people who are different 
/ Like people we see regularly, distrust strangers  (Van Maanen & Barley, 1984)  

Can be traced back to solidarity associated with: 

/ Age or gender 
/ Department or division 
/ Hierarchical position 
/ Functional role 
/ Union membership 
/ Educational background 
/ Race or nationality 
/ Affiliation to leader 

 
How easy is it for us to discriminate? 
 
“Eye of the Storm” - 1970 Racism experiment - Children Session - Blue eyes Vs Brown Eyes 

https://youtu.be/xngSNlUoRmY 

Although each generation brings about cultural shifts (Eg. Millennials – Gig Economy)  

Companies can still be affected by existing culture and adherence to authority 

Milgram experiment - Jeroen Busscher: 

https://youtu.be/yr5cjyokVUs 
 

How to change a discriminatory culture? 
 
A culture change management programme typically embodies multiple stages  

Understanding culture  

/ Identifying existing values and assumptions, and analysing problems associated with them  

Generating discomfort – unfreeze old culture  

/ Create motivation to change, challenge existing assumptions  
/ Capitalise on problems, opportunities, changed circumstances  

Offer new meaning 

/ Create psychological safety through positive vision  
/ Select, modify, and create appropriate culture forms, behaviours, artefacts  
/ Establish systems and structures – and be consistent  

  

Power 
 
In order to lead, one must understand where power comes from and how to use it: 

 

 

 

Take away points 
/ Knowledge is power and perseverance is key to success. 
/ Every situation is unique and should be treated accordingly 
/ We still have a long way to go; The World Economic Forum predicts the gender gap won't close entirely until 2186  

“But I am very hopeful that equality for women in leadership will become the norm during my career – empower each other to make a difference.” 

https://youtu.be/xngSNlUoRmY
https://youtu.be/yr5cjyokVUs
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